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ABSTRACT (250 words or less): 

 The Department of Biology has approximately 900 students as majors. We also provide 

service classes that effect many other departments including, but not limited to Nursing and 

Kinesiology. Thousands of students pass through the department’s classrooms each semester. 

STEP grants and funds from Distance Learning have allowed us to up-grade the audio-visual 

(AV) equipment in all three of our large lecture halls. We have also been able to upgrade the 

seating, paint and lights in room 222 Wharton, our largest lecture hall. However, the rest of our 

classrooms and laboratories need attention desperately. While some rooms have some AV 

equipment, just as many do not! All of our non-lecture classrooms have analog equipment rather 

than digital. The lack of appropriate equipment is limiting those people who are trying to teach, 

and more importantly it is limiting thousands of students who are trying to learn. This grant 

proposes to bring all of these classrooms up to date with modern AV equipment.  
 

Project Description: 

a. Purpose of grant and impact on student body as a whole:  

 This grant proposes to up-grade the AV capabilities of eleven classrooms, six in Billeaud 

and five in Wharton. Each room has different needs, therefore, the equipment we have requested 

for each room varies slightly (see table). Two of the rooms, 106 in Billeaud and 401 in Wharton, 

are conference rooms. These rooms are used for senior and graduate level classes as well as 

student and faculty presentations and meetings of all types, academic and professional. We have 

requested video conferencing capabilities for these two rooms. We have requested “idea-boards” 

(touch-screen boards) for three classrooms, 113 and 122 in BLD and 416 in VLW. These boards 

will allow for interactive learning to take place. New digital projectors are requested for all 

rooms. In some cases the digital projectors are replacing analog projectors, in other cases there 

are currently no functioning projectors present. Computers are requested for all but two of the 

rooms. We are requesting white boards for several rooms. This better addresses the needs of the 

modern classroom, while simultaneously eliminating chalk dust that is very damaging to 

electronic equipment. New podiums will house the computers and associated wiring. These are 

necessary in several of the rooms. Currently only four of the eleven classrooms have podiums 

that house the AV equipment. 

 The minimum number of students this grant will affect is 900. However, that number 

only accounts for students who are biology majors and it only accounts for one year. If measured 

over the lifetime of the equipment use this grant will affect thousands of students with a variety 

of majors represented. A clearer indication of the number of students affected will be discussed 

in the justification section.  



Table displays the equipment requested for each room 
Room 

number 

& 

Building 

Proj. 

Digital  

PC video 

conf. 

capable   

Physical 

mounts 

wiring  

Screen  Idea 

Board  

White 

Board 

Comp. Podium 

Tall 

Podium  

small 

cabinet  

Notes:                                                     

$1000.00 required 

for new electrical 

wiring in all rooms  
Billeaud 

Hall (BLD)                     

106 BLD  x x x x   x x  

This room is a 

conference room, 

used as classroom 

frequently 

115 BLD x  x   x    
Leave one chalk 

board 

113 BLD x  x  x x3  x  x 

two small white 

board on each side 

of idea board, one 

16' w-board replace 

chalk  

122 BLD  x  x  x x x  x 

Eliminate one 

chalk board, 

replace the other  

239 BLD x  x 
x 
small       

245 BLD x  x x  x x x  
Replace chalk 

board 
Wharton 

Hall (VLW)                     

401 VLW  x x x x  x2 x x  

Replace old white 

boards, Only one 

table will be Skype 

ready  

406 VLW x  x x  x2 x x   

409 VLW x  x x   x x  

This is a long 

room, add TV on 

ceiling in middle of 

room so the back 

can see the 

projection 

411 VLW x  x x   x   

This is a long 

room, add TV on 

ceiling in middle of 

room so the back 

can see the 

projection 

416 VLW x  x  x  x  x 
Podium must be 

very small 

 

b. Projected life time of enhancement:  

AV equipment and its supporting technology improve and advance quickly. The estimates we 

propose here are conservative. The Department of Biology takes care of the equipment is has and 

we intend to continue to do so. Furthermore, we will be requiring all users of the AV equipment 

to document their training. This includes new faculty and graduate students. Based on our best 

practices we estimate that the computers will last 3 to 5 years before they need replacing. The 



projectors should last longer, 5 to 7 years. We estimate the lifetime of the idea-boards and video 

conferencing equipment to vary greatly, dependent on its use 3 to 10 years. The electrical wiring 

and screens may last the lifetime of the building. 

c. Person responsible for, implementation, installation, maintenance, operation and training: 

 Dr. Sherry Krayesky-Self has obtained a quote from GoMedia. This company will install 

the AV equipment. Dr. Sherry will prioritize the rooms for AV insulation and she will implement 

and oversee the project. She will design and help implement a plan for training all users of the 

AV equipment after it is installed. Training all users is meant to enhance the lifetime of the 

equipment by eliminating user error. Dr. William Schmidt is the online teaching expert in the 

Department of Biology. He will be beta testing each system after it is installed making sure it 

meets the Departments needs. He will also help design and help lead the training required for 

each user so the system can be fully utilized. Dr. Sophie Plouviez currently oversees inventory in 

the Department of Biology. She will work with GoMedia to make sure all equipment is recorded 

to inventory and that any problems are reported to GoMedia and corrected. She will also 

coordinate and communicate with the Heather Birdsong who is the Department’s AV 

maintenance person. Heather Birdsong will communicate with the STEP office about all 

maintenance issues involving this AV equipment.  Drs. Beth Stauffer and Erin Sigel are invested 

users of room 122 BLD. This room will be one of the first equipped. These two will assist with 

beta testing the design we have requested. We will update and improve our precise plans for 

other rooms based on their findings. Collectively, we will quickly and efficiently finish all of the 

AV up-grades, without disturbing classes in session, within one year.  

d. Justification:  

 The classes taught in the laboratories and classrooms we plan to equip with new AV 

equipment include, but are not limited to: Freshman Lab for majors’ semester 1 and 2, Non-

majors lab, Marine Botany, Plant physiology, Plant anatomy, Oceanography, Invertebrate 

biology, Microbiology, and Herpetology. Each of these classes / labs holds 10 to 30 students. 

These courses are taught every semester or every academic year. Most of these rooms house 

multiple courses, making them busy, high impact areas. The student’s ability to see and interact 

with information is mandatory when learning biology. Currently the ability to see and interact 

with the information is very limited hindering student advancement. Effective equipment that 

includes digital projectors and associated podiums that will allow the use of visiting laptops and 

other digital equipment will improve the success of the thousands of students who use these 

rooms. The AV equipment in the smaller classrooms of our department has not been updated in 

years. In some cases the classrooms lack any AV equipment. The University plans to increase 

interactive, research-based experiences in all courses. We simply cannot do this without 

improved AV equipment in each and every classroom.  

 Rooms 106 Billeaud and 401 Wharton are conference rooms that are frequently 

used as classrooms. These rooms are used for senior and graduate level classes as well 

as student and faculty presentations and meetings of all types, academic and 

professional. The classes that meet in these rooms hold 10 to 20 students each and 

cover advanced topics. The ability to include live video visits from guest lecturers 



working at other universities would enhance the experience of our most advanced 

students. We can also use this capability during thesis and dissertation defenses. 

Currently, outside committee members are forced to Skype in on a laptop. Using a 

laptop limits the capability and possibilities of the event; furthermore, it does not 

represent the Department of Biology well in the global community. Video conferencing 

is an important tool that is mandatory for effective exchange of ideas in 2019.  

 The requested Idea Boards and digital projectors requested for rooms 113 and 122 

BLD and 416 VLW will greatly enhance the curricula for a multitude of classes, 5-8 

sections of second semester freshman biology lab, 3-6 section of non-majors biology 

lab, 6 ecology and systematic courses, molecular engineering laboratory, and laboratory 

for immunology, cancer biology, and advanced cell biology. The AV equipment 

requested for these rooms will directly benefit 400 biology majors and 75 non-biology 

majors annually (BIOL 113, 2nd semester lab for biology majors, multiple sections, 

BIOL 123 non-majors biology lab, multiple sections, BIOL437G Experimental Design 

& Data Analysis, 15 students; BIOL 321 Entomology, 15 students; BIOL 360 Principles 

of Ecology, 15 students; BIOL 433G Plant Systematics, 16 students; BIOL 440 

Estuarine Ecology and Marine Biology, 15 students; BIOL 461G Aquatic and Wetland 

Vascular Plants, 16 students). These technologies will allow for direct projection of live 

images of organismal details and dissections as well as the ability to annotate directly 

on the images. The Department has already acquired equipment that will capture the 

images, like an HD video camera-enable stereomicroscope (purchased in 2017 with 

STEP funds to Dr. Beth Stauffer) or new compound microscopes (purchased in 2018 

with STEP funds to Dr. Sherry Krayesky). At present 113 BLD has a computer that sits 

on a cart with a projector next to it and a microscope on the other side. Images are 

projected on to a small, old screen that is positioned next to a chalk board. The cart 

takes up a lot of space in an already small room. 122 BLD has a traditional blackboard, 

a small screen and a projector that is sitting on a stack of plant presses. The system will 

project, but lacks the capability for the projection of microscope images at a large 

enough size and resolution for students at the back of the classroom. Room 416 in VLW 

does not have a projector or a computer. It has one small chalkboard. The Idea boards, 

white boards and digital projectors will be invaluable for laboratory and lectures, 

allowing for the flexibility to have side-by-side display of power point slides and video, 

and for annotating lecture slides that can be uploaded to Moodle for students to study 

from. 

 Like room 122 in Billeaud hall, rooms 245 BLD and 406 VLW have old analog 

projectors sitting on lab benches with stacks of books holding them up high enough to 

project onto a small, decrepit screen. The image that is produced is small, blurry, and 

difficult to see from the back of the rooms. Both 245 BLD and 406 VLW are on the list 

of rooms needing major renovations. Therefore, we have requested a simple set up in 

both cases. The podiums will not be attached to the floors allowing them to be moved 

or stored during the renovations. A white board will replace the chalkboard in room 245 

BLD. This will limit chalk dust that can be damaging to the AV equipment. Room 245 

BLD houses BIOL 325. General physiology is a graduation requirement of all biology 

students. This classroom services approximately 175 students annually. 406 VLW is the 

microbiology lab. All biology majors with a concentration must take this microbiology 



to graduate. Nursing majors are also required to take microbiology. This specialized 

classroom services approximately 250 students annually.  

 Rooms 115 BLD and 239 BLD have both been updated in the last 15 years. These 

rooms need new digital projectors. Room 239 BLD houses several laboratories for 300 

and 400 level courses. The room needs a small screen placed beside the “idea board” 

already present. Room 115 BLD is the freshman biology majors’ laboratory, 13 – 19 

sections with 25 students each. This is a total of 475 students a semester and 950 

students annually. This room is also used during preview day and is often opened public 

events. Along with the digital projector this room needs a white board to replace the 

front chalkboard, in an effort to limit chalk dust and extend the life of the equipment.  

 Rooms 409 and 411 VLW currently have analog projection systems that are better 

than some of our rooms, but still lacking a great deal. The projectors need to be 

replaced with digital systems. These rooms house larger classes holding 30 to 35 

students in some cases. The rooms are long making it hard to see a single screen in the 

back of the room. Therefore in both cases we have asked to hang a large monitor from 

the ceiling ½ through the length of the room. The computers and screens are old in 

these rooms and need to be replaced. In room 409 a cart is being used to house the 

computer. This should be replaced with a podium that will allow visiting laptops to be 

used.  

 

Previously funded STEP grant are:  

2018: STEP Grant: Upgrading an Autoclave for Student Research in Biology: $19,270.00 – Yi-

Hong Wang & Sherry Krayesky-Self.  

2017: STEP Grant: Compound Microscopes for Teaching Laboratories in the Department of 

Biology: $126,973.27 – Sherry Krayesky-Self, William Schmidt & Paul Leberg  

2017: STEP Grant: Upgrading a Molecular Biology Teaching Lab. (replacing old molecular 

equipment in Wharton 416): $29,392.20 – Sophie Plouviez & Yi-Hong Wang.  

2017: STEP Grant: Building Modern Technology Lab for Aquatic Ecology Courses. $20,122.71 - 

Beth Stauffer.  

2016: STEP Grant: Specialized research equipment is required for undergraduate research 

activity in marine biology (phycology/marine botany): $34,675.00 - Sherry Krayesky-Self 

& William Schmidt 

2006: STEP Grant: Stereomicroscopes (Dissecting microscopes) for upper and lower division 

student laboratories in the Biology Department: $181,253.40 – Sherry Krayesky-Self & 

Ray Bauer.  

2006: STEP Grant: Computers required for Biology Study Room-Computer Lab:  $8,744.00 – 

Sherry Krayesky Self  

2005: STEP Grant: Technological Enhancement of the Biology Freshman/Sophomore 

Laboratories (complete remodeling of laboratory room 115 in Billeaud hall): $80,899.00 

– Sherry Krayesky-Self  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Budget Proposal 
 

1. Equipment  $233,847.87 

Computers: Standard Desktop Dell 3000 with Monitor  

o Intel Core i5-8500 Processor (6 Cores/9MB/6T/up to 4.1GHz/65W) 

o 8GB 1X8GB 2666MHz DDR4 UDIMM 

o 256GB SATA Class 20 Solid State Drive 

o 8x DVD+/-RW 9.5mm Optical Disk Drive 

o 4 – USB 3.0 (2 front/2 rear), 4 – USB 2.0 (2 front/2 rear), Internal 

USB 2.0, RJ-45, Display Port 1.2, HDMI 1.4, 1 UAJ, 1 Line-out 

o 5-year warranty 

o Dell 23" Monitor with Dell Pro Stereo Soundbar 

o Latest Windows OS 

o Microsoft Office 

o Sophos Security Suite 

$965.00 each x 9 = $8,685.00 

For projectors, idea boards, white boards, screens etc… [see attached quotes] 

 Wharton 401 $26,452.65 

 Wharton 406 $8,779.51 

 Wharton 409 $24,551.24 

 Wharton 411 $21,469.58 

 Wharton 416 $22,2145.04 

Sub-Total: $103,668.02 

 

 Billeaud Room 113 $22,916.71 

 Billeaud Room 115 $20,510.12 

 Billeaud Room 239 $7,100.20 

 Billeaud Room 245 $21,598.46 

 Billeaud Room 122 $22,916.71 

 Billeaud Room 106 $26,452.65 

Sub-Total: $121,494.85 
 

2. Software  $ 0.00 

 

3. Supplies  $ 0.00 

 

4. Maintenance  $ 0.00 

 

5. Personnel  $ 0.00 

 

6. Other   $1,000.00 per room x 11 = $11,000.00 Electrical wiring will be 

required  

 

TOTAL:   $244,847.87 
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